4s bms wiring diagram

Electrical Engineering Stack Exchange is a question and answer site for electronics and
electrical engineering professionals, students, and enthusiasts. It only takes a minute to sign
up. I'm building a bluetooth portable speaker. However, I have some questions about building
my first battery pack. My goal is to build a 4s pack with these batteries, and the battery pack
must: - be inside the portable speaker - Fully protected - Safe. My question is, how do I design
this battery pack? I have a idea, but want to know if it is a good way to build it? If yes how? Do I
need to use a power adapttor or lithium li-ion battery charger adaptor? So i recap, if i have
correctly understand, A BMS board is designed for protect the cells against Overcharge, over
discharge, over current, short circuit protection, right? But for protect the batteries pack life, it
need to be balance charge right? Which board can you advice me for protect and balance my
batteries pack? Or i have an other idea, what do you think if i put a balanced charger in the
speaker, does it possible the wires stay always connected to the charger and the speaker
circuits? Does it is necessary to have a bms for protect my batteries because they are original
unprotected? I'am not there to save money, the safety of the pack is my priority. I checked the
existing BMS on the market, but i noticed that Over-discharge Protection is too low compared to
my batteries specs. The common bms on internet cut the current at approximately 2. Indeed
minimum voltage of my batteries is 2. So i found a new BMS with balance charge function: link. I
have several questions, i made a wiring diagram and i want to know if don't have made
mistakes: However, several questions remain vague in my mind: The Positive cable and the
negative cable are the same cables to charge the battery pack and use it? For me it seems odd
to me because I wonder what the intensity and the voltage sent to electric circuit of the
bluetooth speaker. On the diagram Intensity: A? Voltage Rating: V? Those of the adapter or the
battery? Just protecting from over current, over voltage and under voltage - all of which are
very important. Balance wires are easy - they go exactly where the bms wires go - one to each
pos and neg of each cell. The balance charger will have a slot for those wires. I recommend
looking at the IMAX b6 charger because it is the cheapest balance charger I have seen and
seems to work reasonably well up to batteries with 6s or less. Sign up to join this community.
The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Diy 4s battery pack [How to charge, how to
build? Asked 3 years, 7 months ago. Active 1 year ago. Viewed 34k times. My goal is to build a
4s pack with these batteries, and the battery pack must: - be inside the portable speaker - Fully
protected - Safe My question is, how do I design this battery pack? Thanks for your future help
Cordially, So i recap, if i have correctly understand, A BMS board is designed for protect the
cells against Overcharge, over discharge, over current, short circuit protection, right? So i
found a new BMS with balance charge function: link I have several questions, i made a wiring
diagram and i want to know if don't have made mistakes: However, several questions remain
vague in my mind: The Positive cable and the negative cable are the same cables to charge the
battery pack and use it? Improve this question. Dave Tweed k 15 15 gold badges silver badges
bronze badges. BatPower BatPower 51 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 3 3 bronze badges. I
want to know if it is the good way to make a batteries pack and charge them. I am not there to
save money on it. Show 1 more comments. Active Oldest Votes. You will need to add balance
wires and get a balance charger for this battery. Improve this answer. Filek Filek 2, 12 12 silver
badges 13 13 bronze badges. Do you happen to have any documentation for that BMS you've
used. I'm interested to know how exactly it can protect from over-voltage if it's not the one who
charges the cells. It prevents the battery and the individual cells from over discharging, over
current, short circuit etc. Show 5 more comments. The Overflow Blog. Podcast How to use
interference to your advantage â€” a quantum computingâ€¦. Upcoming Events. Featured on
Meta. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Visual design changes to the review queues.
Related 0. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. A BMS is a really important safety feature to
add to a lithium battery. Not only will it make your battery safer by protecting your cells from
over and under discharging, but it will also make the entire charging process much simpler. The
first step is to install your BMS. There are two main sets of wires you need to install, the thick
wires and the thin wires. Not every BMS is the same, but most are similar. Your BMS will likely
have 3 thick wires, or 3 pads to solder on your own heavy gauge wires. These are the B-, P- and
C- wires or pads for adding wires. Be very careful not to let the solder blob touch any other
components on the BMS board, as many BMSs have very small solder pads that are close to
other components. You generally want to use a fairly heavy gauge wire here such as 12 or 14
AWG. This wire will carry the full power of your battery during discharge. If you used a single
wire clamp, just crimp the wire inside of the clamp using a wire crimper preferred or a pair of
pliers less ideal, but it works. If you used multiple wire clamps, you can either strip a section of
wire further down the B- wire, or you can use two wires spliced together, with one end crimped
in each connector and the other ends reaching back to the B- pad or B- wire on your BMS. Now
your BMS is connected to the negative terminal of your battery. I like to add a thin layer of foam

or plastic below the BMS too, just to add a second layer of insulation between it and the battery
cells. Next, I like to add my balance wires. These are the thin wires with the white connector.
Your BMS will either have the same number of balance wires as series cells in your battery, or
one more. Our BMSs sold in our shop have one more wire than the number of cells in series. If
your BMS has one more wire than the number of cells in series, then all the balance wires will
connect to the positive ends of the parallel cell groups except for the very first one which will
connect to the negative end of the first parallel cell group. If your BMS has the same number of
balances wires as series cells, then each balance wire will connect to the positive end of each
cell group only. Then place the bus bar back on top of the cell, ensuring that it contacts the
balance wire, and finally replace the nut and tighten everything down. You could also clamp the
balance wire between the busbar and the nut, but this would add some resistance to the flow of
electricity through the battery, as the electrons flow through the threaded post, into the nut and
then into the busbar. By placing the balance wire below the busbar instead of between the
busbar and the nut, you allow the main flow of electricity to bypass the sense wire during pack
discharge, while still allowing it to remain in electrical connection. Alternatively, you can also
solder the balance wires directly onto the busbars. Either way works just fine. Continue with
each successive balance wire by connecting it to the positive end of each successive cell. For
our BMSs, the second balance wire the first thin red wire will be connected to the positive
terminal of the first cell group. Then the third balance wire connects to the positive terminal of
the second cell group, and so on. The last balance wire should connect to the positive terminal
of your last cell group. The P- wire is the negative discharge connection, so that will plug into
whatever device you are powering, such as an electric bicycle or skateboard controller, an
inverter, etc. Our BMS already has this wire soldered to the BMS, so you are essentially done at
this point, unless you want to lengthen that wire by soldering on a longer piece. Remember to
use a fairly thick wire, such as 12 or 14 AWG. You can use any discharge connector you like, as
long as it is rated to handle the current that you plan to draw from your battery. Next you need
to install your C- wire. You can use a somewhat thinner wire here, as the charger generally
provides less current compared to discharging. Anything from AWG is common for the C- wire,
depending on your loads. Again, any charger connector will work as long as it can handle your
loads. Instead, they usually connect directly to the battery. They will both connect to the
positive end of your last cell group, which is the positive terminal of the entire battery. The
charge wire can be thinner, from AWG. If you used a single wire clamp on your battery, make
sure your discharge wire is firmly crimped. If you used two wire clamps on the positive terminal
of your battery, you can either use two discharge wires that splice together, or just strip the
discharge wire further back to clamp it in two places. This spreads the load between the cells on
the ends of your battery. The charge wire is less important to connect in multiple places.
Because it carries lower current, it can connect in a single place without worrying about
spreading the load out between cells, as the load is much smaller. You probably already
installed connectors on your C- and P- wires. One last tip is to install your connectors before
you connect the wires to the battery, if possible. This means that if you fudge up the connector
or otherwise have a difficult time installing the connector, you can restart without having it
connected to the battery. Just remember to go slow and be careful not to short circuit your
battery by accidentally dropping any connectors or wires on the exposed terminals. If you have
any questions, remember to head on over to the forums where there is a section all about
BMSs. Ask any questions you have there and read about the steps others have used to install
their BMSs. Username or E-mail. Remember Me. Installing the balance wires Next, I like to add
my balance wires. Installing the C- wire Next you need to install your C- wire. About The Author
Micah Toll is a mechanical engineer, lithium battery builder and ebike educator. Micah Toll is a
mechanical engineer, lithium battery builder and ebike educator. Make sure all the batteries are
at the same voltage and same capacity Now put one by one into the battery holder Now use
Kapton tape to tape it all. Kapton Tape - it is used to avoid the heat basically it is a heat
resistance tape. Click Here to See The Video. Question 2 years ago on Step 7. A little confused
by the wiring diagram. Answer 1 year ago. By Steve Willson Kujur Follow. More by the author:.
About: Hi my name is Steve and i'm a Creative and I got Technical skills i can build anything
just stick to my account. Output Power mAh First Step Make sure all the batteries are at the
same voltage and same capacity Now put one by one into the battery holder Now use Kapton
tape to tape it all Kapton Tape - it is used to avoid the heat basically it is a heat resistance tape.
Second Step Now cut down the Nikkle plated strip tape at right length " See the image" First,
make a pair of 2 parallel battery as shown in the picture and then connect all the 4 pair in series
This connection is called 4S 2P You can also see the connection diagram above 4S - Stands for
4 Series 2P - Stands for 2 Parallel. Now use a multimeter to measure the battery voltage now I
got a reading of Now use a soldering iron to pre-tin the solder pad Now connect all the pads

with small wire as shown in the images You can also see the pictures as reference. Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino.
Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. DarianK4 Question 2 years ago on
Step 7. Answer Upvote. AltLiving DarianK4 Answer 1 year ago. Reply Upvote. MaxxB1 2 years
ago. As a newbie, I had trouble finding good answers, so a lot of this was trial and error and
sparks. When I decided to build a battery pack out of lithium ion cells for a project, I took apart
my old laptop battery, got the batteries out, soldered them together with metal strips into a
battery pack. Lithium ion batteries are not like nickle metal hydride, lead acid, or nickle
cadmium batteries. They are sensitive to over discharging, over charging, and short circuits,
and need special care to keep them from overheating, melting, or exploding. Why use them?
They are really great for projects because they have a higher voltage than other chemistries and
hold a lot of energy, which means you can use fewer of them than if you were using nickle metal
hydride or nickle cadmium cells only 1. Power tool batteries and electric vehicle batteries are
made of lithium ion cells for that reason. They come in all shapes and sizes and capacities. High
quality cells can withstand high discharge rates of over 20 amps, and work well in multiple cell
configurations. I am building a 4S2P pack that has 4 cells in series, and 2 in parallel for 8 cells.
This will give you a full charge voltage of It also has a battery management system, that is
necessary to protect the cells and keep it working right. Plus, I made it! Lithium ion cells are
pretty harmless, but you do need take some precautions. Avoid shorting them out, and be
careful with the soldering iron and the tools. For the tools, you need a soldering iron that's at
least 30 watts, a digital multimeter, knife or wire strippers, side cutters or flush cutters. This is
some of the best you can get for electronics. Other miscellaneous items were 18 gauge 1. This
pack was made up of some good quality red Sanyo brand cells. I checked the data sheet and
they are pretty standard mAh capacity and rated for 4 amps discharge current. Not bad. Yes,
they were pretty much dead under 2 volts each cell , but I was able to revive them. I am making
another Instructable that tells you how to do this. You can buy brand new cells on eBay or
Amazon, but they can be expensive for the good brands. Stay away from the ones that advertise
or mAh capacity. They are probably name brand cells that failed quality control tests in the
factory and may have or even mAh capacity. They are re-branded and re-sold at a discount. If
you used an old laptop battery, you need to remove the old connectors from the terminals. Use
the side cutters to do this. Next you need a way to stick the cells together. You can use steel
solder tabs or nickle strips. I am using pure nickle strips, not nickle plated steel because at high
current draws, steel has higher resistance than nickle, which can cause heat buildup. I am
soldering them to the cells. Just be careful. For the soldering iron, I recommend at least a 30
watt iron and good solder. Good solder is critical. Do not use lead-free solder for this because it
has a higher melting temperature. To build the battery pack, we are taking 4 cells in series and
adding a parallel cell, so we have double the voltage and capacity per cell. See the diagram
above for how to go about connecting the cells. The only limiting factor is that all of the cells
need to be identical. Even with the BMS, unequal capacities would cause one cell to charge and
discharge unequally and this could cause that cell and the others to fail more quickly. This is
why it's good to use laptop batteries, since they have always been used together. To solder the
cells, rough up the positive and negative terminals of the cells and apply a small amount of
solder. I taped the cells together with masking tape for this, but you can also use battery
spacers. Cut the nickle strips to the correct length to connect the cells together. I used some
side cutters for this, but tin snips or sheet metal cutters work too. Apply solder to each end of
the strip, and solder the strip to the battery terminals. Don't hold the soldering iron on too long,
just enough to melt the solder. I taped the cells together before soldering the final connections
to keep them aligned correctly. To get the most out of the battery pack and keep it from failing
prematurely, w need to add a way to make sure they are protected and charged properly.
Lithium ion or polymer cells need to be protected from under or over discharging, which can be
really bad. It's a device that combines battery protection for multiple cell batteries like we are
building. It is a device that protects the cells from over and under discharging, current spikes,
and short circuits. There are a lot of different type and configuration of BMS boards for different
cell arrangements and applications. Connecting it is easy. Once our battery is soldered
together, we need to measure the voltages across the series cells with a multimeter. You should
have There are 5 connections for a 4S balance plug: one for battery positive or cell 4, one for
negative, cell 1, cell 2, and cell 3. Measure these by putting the negative probe on the negative
side of the pack, and measuring across the connections. Once they all match, you can solder
the balance wires from each connection to the correct pads on the BMS. I used 26 gauge wire.
You can use smaller wire for the balance connections since they aren't handling hardly any
current, just the respective voltage from the connections. I wouldn't go under 26 gauge though
for this. Once you have the pack connected, you can connect the balance plug leads to the

proper battery outputs. Now that we have everything connected, we can connect our pack to the
charger and make sure it charges. This is how you will know if your connections are wrong,
because your charger will not charge and warn you for incorrect voltage connections. To start,
we need a balance charger for lithium batteries. No other charger will work for this because it
needs to have a balance mode! No, it's not the real-deal, but I found the copy to work just fine.
Connect the battery positive and negative leads to the charger. My charger has banana plugs
with a Deans T-type connector that connects to various connectors. You can use alligator clips
or wire in a charger plug like a Deans or XT I'm using a Deans connector, and connected it to
the outputs on the balance board. Make sure this is where you connect the charger because the
BMS needs a If you are intending this to be a removable battery, then wire the output to
whatever connector your device will use. I'm wiring mine with spade connectors and a Deans
plug because it will be mostly permanently mounted to my project. Your charger might be
different, but this is how it works for pretty much every clone of the SkyRC iMax B6 charger.
Plug the balance lead into the 4S socket on the charger. It only goes in one way, and is marked
for the positive and negative sides of the battery. Connect the charger lead, and set the charge
mode to "Balance. I'm using 1. These batteries are pretty much fully charged, so the voltages
are high. When it's running, you should see the 4 series cells charging equally, within 0. When
the charging finishes, all the cells should be at the same voltage, which is 4. The pack should
read a full charge voltage of When it's at the nominal voltage, it's If you're charging it for the
first time, start at a low current setting for the first charge, then ramp it up when you charge it
again. That's it! You've made a functional and reliable lithium ion battery similar to a 4S mAh
LiPo pack for a fraction of the cost! It would be even cheaper if I got it all from China, but I didn't
want to wait a month for the parts to get here! I had the charger, soldering iron, multimeter,
solder, tools, and wires already, so all I had to buy was:. It was cheaper than buying a LiPo pack
and was more practical because I needed something to fit in my project. On top of that, it's fun
and I learned a lot doing it! I hope you like this guide and most of all, I hope you know more than
you did before reading it. It's my first attempt, so please comment and let me know how I did, or
could be better for the future! Thanks for reading! Question 5 weeks ago. Answer 5 weeks ago. I
don't have a diagram of a 4s4p, but the same principle applies. You cabn search Google and
probably find one. Unfortunelly do you forget to talk about the parallel charge issues. In this
case the rest of charging time will be increase 4x-5x-6x. Normally the CV charging time less
than an hour Reply 4 months ago. You're right and thanks for the input. Increasing the capacity
increases charge time, but we're talking about series cells, so the end charge voltage will be
whatever the BMS amd charger allows within tolerance of course. This is why we use a proper
balance charger to prevent overcharging and keep track of cell voltages. The BMS is good, but
not a reliable way to charge cells properly. Question 1 year ago. Hi Nick, Great article, and since
you have studied the subject a bit, I wonder if you can help. The BMS has a lot of small
transistors in addition to power devices and doesn't use a special chip. I have attached an
image. Have you seen any circuits for these boards which might give a clue as to whether it is
possible to bypass the unwanted stages? Answer 1 year ago. Thanks Tony. I actually
accidentally bypassed the balance circuit on cell 3 before by connecting the cells wrong and
when I try to charge it my charger throws an error for cell voltage not matching. You could try
omitting the 3rd and 4th cell and just connecting your balance charger with a 2S lead and that
might work. Give it a short and report back. Reply 1 year ago. Hi Nick, Sorry about the
formatting - I copied and pasted my conversation with the eBay supplier! Thanks for replying.
Without the intermediate connections the other pads were too sensitive to touch - they could
turn off the mosfets. Both overcharge and low voltage working as per spec. Yes - the charge
cut-off worked at around 8. I believe the charge levelling circuits should work OK as well,
although I didn't try it. These protection boards are very good value from China and now I have
studied the board's circuit with the powerful MOSFETs on board would be good for power
switches of up to 40A. I might buy a few more to play with. Hi Nick. I need to charge a 2s
composed by 2x based Li-ion batteries are independent and not soldered in series, I would use
a battery holder which puts them in series. I would like to use an Imax B6 charger. Something
like in the image. Do you think it is enough only to charge them? Or does the BSM board is
mandatory? At the very least you will need some kind of protection circuit. Your charger can
balance charge them, but you run the risk of overcharging since the charger can't individually
monitor the batteries. The bms ensures the batteries receive equal amounts of charge, so one
doesn't finish charging before the other and get overcharged which can be really bad
overheating, venting, fire or at the leas your battery dies from overtemp. It also monitors
individual battery voltage and cuts the power if one cell falls below the cutoff voltage of 2. If
you're using a holder, you can charge them in parallel, but you still need a protection circuit.
This is a very nice tutorial. I found it while trying to find info regarding the BMS I have for a 24v

pack. The issue is that it does not have a P- connection point, only B- and C-. Any help or
guidance you can give me is appreciated. Thanks, Chad. Hi Chad. So you're a 6S battery. On the
balance board especially for 6S boards coming from China, which aren't well marked. It might
just have minus mark next to it. Kind of hard to see, but check there. Hope that helps! Thank
you so much for your fast reply. In the meantime I found confirmation matching your response
and my suspicion. P and C are paralleled if present, but my cheap but recommended board has
only battery negative and "whatever else" negative and balance leads. I'm building my pack with
one connector that will be used to power my bike or charge the pack. This is apparently
common practice but my boss has no documentation and is not marked in the typical way.
Thank you again for your response! Question 2 years ago on Step 6. I thougt that the BMS
would manage the balancing so that you could use an ac-dc brick for charging. Or is it the
balancing cable breakout only for balancing the cells every once in a while? My board cuts off
charging when one cell reaches cut off, and then taps it to bring the others to equilibrium.
Probably not ideal but it's a safe way to do it. Answer 2 years ago. You could use an external
power supply to charge the battery through the BMS, but that's not ideal if you want your
batteries to live a long life. The BMS is limited by the tolerances built into the protection IC, and
it doesn't do a great job monitoring individual cells, which may result in overcharging the series
cells before it reaches the cutoff voltage Some cells charge to 4. That's not good and reduces
lifespan and capacity. This is what the balance plug is for. The balancr charger limits and
monitors current and voltage and is calibrated to closer tolerances than the actual BMS. I tested
my BMS during charging and after with my multimeter and under load, and it indeed does pull
the plug when anything is exceeded, but you need a charger to get the most out of it. Thanks
hope that helps! Soldering directly to lithium batteries is a bad idea. You've been lucky if they
haven't blown up on you. Be extremely careful. I went a different route and used cheap cell
holders. Not ideal for high current but fine for small Bluetooth speakers and such. I've soldered
directly many times. It's a PITA to figure out how, but the key is the correct flux. The kind I use
comes in a marker style. After I found it, I have no concerns soldering to cells. It's like soldering
wiring for a doorbell, fast simple and safe. By NickB6 Follow. More by the author:. About: I love
scrapping and dissecting electronics and taking out the guts to see all the goodies inside. I
think everyone should take something apart with no idea on how or intention to put it back
together! Links to the materials I used will be included. I had the charger, soldering iron,
multimeter, solder, tools, and wires already, so all I had to buy was: Laptop battery BMS board
Balance plugs Nickle strips It was cheaper than buying a LiPo pack and was more practical
because I needed something to fit in my project. Participated in the Epilog Challenge 9 View
Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by
randofo in Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Answer Upvote.
Can I have a diagram for a 4 s by 4? I want to make sure Its right. NickB6 anngower54 Answer 5
weeks ago. Reply Upvote. NickB6 islo83 Reply 4 months ago. TonyA3 Question 1 year ago.
NickB6 TonyA3 Answer 1 year ago. TonyA3 NickB6 Reply 1 year ago. NickB6 TonyA3 Reply 1
year ago. AndreaV Question 1 year ago. NickB6 AndreaV Answer 1 year ago. ChadF41 1 year
ago. NickB6 ChadF41 Reply 1 year ago. ChadF41 NickB6 Reply 1 year ago. AndreasB2 Question
2 years ago on Step 6. ChadF41 AndreasB2 Answer 1 year ago. NickB6 AndreasB2 Answer 2
years ago. ChadF41 ke4mcl Reply 1 year ago. Most garage-builders who decide to assemble
their own battery pack usually have a lot of experience. However, pack-building continues to be
a frequent source of questions from new ebikers, so I decided to put together an article to cover
the basics. Once you have a firm grasp of this, you can easily scale your pack up to different
shapes and sizes]. If you take several cells and connect their same-type electrodes in parallel ,
they all will act as though they are one large cell. Also, when you first connect them to each
other, they MUST be at the same level of charge [The positive electrode is the Cathode, and the
negative electrode is the Anode. In the pics below, the positive is a red plus sign, the negative is
a black dash]. A rapid equalization will absolutely cause both of them to get VERY hot.
Permanent damage is the least that will happen, and most likely one of them or both will go up
in flames. However, if there is only a tenth of a volt in difference between them, that would not
be a problem for instance, from 4. There is a full-length electrically-connecting metal strip bus
on the top and the bottom of these four cells. The four cells in parallel can be configured in any
shape, but having them in a straight line is the easiest introduction to understanding it. The
P-count determines the capacity of the pack in Amp-hours Ah , and it also determines the
amount of current the pack will be able to produce, measured in amps. For this example, we will
use my favorite ebike cell, the Samsung 30Q. It is factory-rated as having mAh milli-Amp-hours ,
which is the same as 3-Amp-hours 3-Ah. Now we come to the amount of power that the pack
can safely put out. The 30Q is a hot-rod cell along with the HG2 and the 25R , and it is factory
rated at Amps continuous. However, almost all cell models get hot if you actually run them

continuously at their listed rating. I recommend that nobody should ever let their pack get hotter
than F 60C under any conditions. Doing that will lead to a very short pack life. Fortunately,
ebikes usually only draw their peak amps for a few seconds while accelerating. Once you reach
a cruise phase, the continuous amps that the controller and motor will draw is MUCH lower
when you are simply maintaining your speed. If we use the 15A figure as our designed max
amps, the pack will just get a little warm, and that means it will last a very long time. Hooking
them up in series means that you connect the positive end of one cell or P-group to the negative
end of the other. Those chemistries have a nominal average voltage of 3. This is The common
max charge is 4. Charge the pack to 4. It performs several functions. A 3A or 5A continuous
charge rate is very common for the bulk charge. We all want an affordable battery pack, soâ€¦we
buy mass-produced cells. This means that there will always be very minor differences in the
internal resistances of each cell. The parallel connecting metal strip ensures that they all
constantly equalize to each other, so we must discuss them as if they were in fact, one large
cell. It works like a dream. However, only five of the P-Groups are actually at 4. One P-group is
at 3. Since our dumb charger only reads the That leaves the low-resistance cell to consider. It
will dump amps faster than the other cells when accelerating , and it will also gulp the charge
faster, too. If letting a pack sit overnight at 4. It will lose capacity rapidly. And that means that,
the one bad cell will cause the entire P-group to experience voltage-sag near the end of a ride,
and thenâ€¦that one low P-group will cause the entire pack to experience voltage-sag. A BMS
harness. The 14 wires identify this as being made for a 13S pack, which is 48V. Notice that one
wire is black or at the very least, a different color from the rest. Some BMS harnesses have a
different color for each P-group, butâ€¦this will actually work fine, if you follow the common
pattern. So, our theoretical 7S pack will use eight balancing wires. This just sounds nuts. The
red positive, and the black negative. You would think that to balance the charge at low amps
during the final CV phase of the chargeâ€¦you would need 14 wires instead of eight, when
making minor adjustments to the seven P-groups remember, each entire P-group will act like
one large cell. A basic BMS wiring scheme for a 7S pack. Once you understand the pattern, you
can expand this to any size of pack. Look carefully at the pic above. The white plug connects
the dumb harness to the smart BMS. You can see that for the BMS to access the positive and
negative ends of the first cell and the connected first P-group , it uses the number-1 and
number-2 wire. However, when moving on the the second cell? Even if you are still a little
confused, just follow the BMS instructions carefully. Side note: If your battery pack dies
suddenly for no obvious reason, it is usually from some component in the BMS failing, leading
to a complete drain of the pack down to zero-volts, orâ€¦a gross overcharge above 4. This is
why they are sometimes called a Battery-Murder-Suspect. However, there are other chemistries
that might be an option for certain applications. Headway LFP cells have threaded ends which
make assembly into a pack very easy. However, the smallest one is roughly the size of two
disposable D-cells. It has an even lower nominal voltage of 2. However, I have only found them
in flat pouch cells, and they are hard to find, expensive, and have few size options. These were
developed by Panasonic in partnership with Tesla electric automobiles. However, they are
currently expensive, and the majority of the factory production is going into the Tesla Model-3,
and also the powerwalls a home power back-up system. Here are four flat LFP pouch cells in
series 4S. While format cells have a steel cylinder around them to provide compression and
physical protection, pouch cells will need to have those added when building a pack. However,
the next most popular arrangement is to nest the cells of one row into the valleys of the next, in
what many have come to refer to asâ€¦ a honeycomb layout. I like it, but there are benefits and
drawbacks to every option. Here are plastic end caps that help space the cells in a honeycomb
arrangement. Using a honeycomb layout is mathematically the most compact way to arrange
cells. The plastic end-cap cell holders are an important safety feature for a DIY pack. The
common square layout usually positions the cells so that they are almost touching each other.
That means there will be almost no air-circulation, and that leads to the cells in the center of the
pack to gradually run warmer by the end of a ride. If you have a large enough pack, and the cells
can provide lots of current, thenâ€¦a low-current ride will not even get them warm. At the other
end of the scale, a small pack of low-current cells that are being hammered on a ride will
definitely get hot. The hottest spot will always be the positive cathode tips on the cells in the
center of the pack. Plastic assembly caps from Ann Power. The threaded brass inserts are open
all the way through. Bolts to hold both ends together can be ordered in plastic, if the common
steel bolt material is a concern. In the pic below, you can see that when using a honeycomb
pattern, the side angle of the stacked cells is about degrees away from the degree corners in a
common rectangular pack. This makes it a natural fit into the lower part of the frame triangle
space. Mounting the weight of a pack low and in the center of the frame is the best place to put
them, so the bike will handle well. This pic is from a battery pack design website in Russia, and

it helps you figure out how many cells can fit in your frame. The Russian battery pack
configurator program can be found here. Feel free to experiment with every possible setting to
see what the setting widows do. The easiest pack to design is a rectangle as seen above. In the
pic below, the builder is trying out a dry-fit to see how the cells shown would work, and also
how to arrange the 5P paralleled groups which are now in odd-shaped clusters instead of being
in-line. This is what cells in the format look like in a bike frame triangle. Instead of using nickel
ribbon to make the series and parallel connections, you can use a flat plate to accomplish all of
the electrical bus functions. The actual precise voltages are approximate, butâ€¦here are the
most common cell Series-counts, and the nominal voltages. For high amps and good range, I
like the 30Q which provides mAh, and 15A. Three examples are the Samsung 35E, LG MJ1,
Panasonic GA a few months after any article is published, there may be even more options to
compare, so do your homework before buying. I like 48V and 52V for a variety of reasons. If you
went to a higher voltage, it would require more parallel groups to be added to the series string
to raise the volts. It would be easy to quickly end up with a design that is large, heavy, and
expensive. Years ago, there were few options when it came to how many amps the cells could
put out, so the only option for high performance was from high volts. That being saidâ€¦the
more volts you use, the fewer amps you will have to pull from the pack to get the performance
that your throttle is demanding. Nowâ€¦there are format cells that can put out 20A, but they are
pricey, and the 30Q is popular for a reason. It can put out 15A, so a relatively small 4P pack can
put out 60A. Efficient mid-drive systems can get up to 2 miles per Ah, so Ah could result in over
24 miles of range. A 4P pack of 10S is only 40 cells! Helping the pack to run cooler will help it
last as long as possible. One last note, an ebike battery is one of the biggest battery packs you
will likely ever buy in your life. If you can accomplish your goals with a 48V or 52V pack, either
one of those can power an inverter in a disaster to provide V AC to your home. And the bigger
the pack, the longer your appliances can runâ€¦. In the interests of full disclosure, my favorite
ebike uses a large 52V pack that I purchased from Luna Cycle. Send suggestions, corrections,
and death threats to: Prisoner 41, Kansas state correctional facility for the criminally insane. Thi
chevy owners manuals
1993 ford f150 manual
2004 jetta fuel pump relay location
s trip without traffic in. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. How to Build Yourself. Introduction to battery pack design and building, Part
February 21, Cells in Parallel, the P-Count [In this article, I will use a small rectangle-shaped
pack as an example, which is the easiest style to understand when learning these principles.
Once you have a firm grasp of this, you can easily scale your pack up to different shapes and
sizes] If you take several cells and connect their same-type electrodes in parallel , they all will
act as though they are one large cell. Nov 27, 3 Comments. How to sell a used ebike an In the
last 6 years I have bought and Feb 14, How the California Ebike la Before California came up
with their ebike law it Dec 06, Care and feeding for your h Leave A Comment Cancel reply. Walt
Breitinger's Page. Recent Comments. Hi there! Grace bikes seems to have taken public website
offline. Redirects By Xenek Stoehr View more. Contact Us.

